pottery barn kids
ANYWHERE SOFA
Care and Assembly Instructions

Parts list:
A. Cover
B. Arm Bottom (2)
C. Arm Top (2)
D. Seat Cushion Top (1)
E. Seat Cushion Bottom (1)
F. Back Support (1)

1) Place the cover in front of you. Unfold the cover and lay it flat so that the front of the sofa cover
is facing you. The handle will be at the top in back. Starting with part G, which is the sofa back,
unzip the cover and insert the foam into the top portion of the cover. Push the foam up as far as it
will go and reach up into the cover to tuck the foam corners into the corners of the cover.
2) Next, locate the Velcro inside the arms, open one side at a time and place the arm piece C inside
snugly and refasten the Velcro to secure the arm bolster. Complete the other arm, then place one
arm piece B below each bolster.
3) Locate cushion F, bottom cushion. Insert foam into the cover, zip closed. Place cushion E,
middle cushion, in the area of the cover adjacent to cushion F. Zip closed. Place cushion D, top
cushion, in the remaining section of the cover and zip closed.
4) To facilitate closing the zipper, make sure that the cushions are stretched out in the open position.
Fold the cushions in, like an accordion, so that the middle cushion is laying flat on the bottom
cushion. Make sure the side with the padding is placed face down, so that it provides cushion for
seating.
5) Once completed, the zipper goes around the entire bottom of the sofa.
Please familiarize yourself with the Anywhere Sofa prior to removing the cover for washing.
Washing instructions: once all interior parts are removed, wash the cover in cold water by itself. Use
chlorine bleach, if necessary. Tumble dry low.

Thank you for your purchase.

